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first, have a save/load screen. i want the save/load system to be a part of "granium" itself, not a separate app. it means that users will be able to open and save a save/load system ui file without having to run the game itself. this is so that if i ever decide to go to a more
professional level of graphics, or add more complexity, it's easy to make changes. it also means that the code will be small and simple. for “unrolling”, select the “unrolling” option. we’ll then unroll the.docx document we created in the previous step, and paste it into the
main document. finally, we’ll use the save the document option to save the new document and save it in the documents/gtav-sa-v2 folder. this is where we’ll store all of our document files. you may want to name the folder something other than “gtav-sa-v2”. you can use
the “rolling” option to create a building order. the ai builder gives the ability to reorder the order of the building-in process. this feature can save some time, by being able to reorder the order of the documents you wish to build in, you can optimise the number of builds

necessary to achieve the desired outcome. you can also have the ai builder prompt you with questions at any time. to start, you can have the ai builder prompt you with a list of conditions that need to be met before you can continue. for example, you can ask the ai
builder to ask you a yes/no question before proceeding. you can also use the ai builder to help you create and save documents. if you have a situation that requires the ai builder to ask questions of you, for example, do you want to name your building? or, is there any

other question that you want the ai builder to ask you before you can continue building? this can help you simplify the process of building in ai builder.
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